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Abstract: In the classical problems of mathematical programming the coefficients of the problems are assumed to be exactly 
known. This assumption is seldom satisfied by great majority of real-life problems. The compromise to accept the uncertainty into 
the mathematical models must be done by working with complex systems. To consider fuzzy constraints is one of possible steps to 
be done in modelling real systems. One of the most important situations when mixed variables are used is the case of variables 
having quantified values in connection with regular continuous variables. Starting from the idea of Wang and Liao (2001) for 
solving fuzzy non-linear integer programming problem and taking into account the multiple criteria optimization in fuzzy 
environment, a solving method for fuzzy multiple objective integer optimization problem is developed first. Considering multiple 
criteria optimization in the environment of fuzzy constraints and mixed variables another solving algorithm is introduced. 
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1. Introduction 

In real life the certainty in and the solidity of data accuracy are illusory. To obtain an optimal solution is 
also under the influences of some data missing. Uncertainty has to be taken into consideration when real 
systems are analyzed. The compromise to accept the uncertainty into the mathematical models must be 
done working with complex systems.  

To interpret the information in fuzzy manner is natural in order to build and to solve real life problems. 
The philosophy of fuzzy sets theory is related to the model of human thinking and making decision 
([6,7]). Concepts of fuzzy sets theory "crowded" into a lot of research fields since 1980, when fuzzy logic 
has had a great success in the control systems theory. Real advantages of a fuzzy approach to solving 
optimization problems could be highlighted when a comparison is made with the stochastic methods to 
deal with imprecision ([5,11]). 

Starting from Ergott’s idea that “life is about decision” ([3]) the importance of multiple objective models 
becomes obvious. Ergott’s introductive examples make distinction between continuous (maximizing 
storage capacity of a water dam and, at the same time, minimizing water loss due to evaporation and 
construction cost) and discreet (choosing a car considering price efficiency and power) optimization. 
Mixed variables (continuous and integer or even boolean) could appear in practical problems as taking 
decisions in a transportation problem where warehouses are boolean selected and quantities of products 
are continuous described. Adding fuzzy constraints more proper models are built.   

In 1983 ([4]), Grossman developed an algorithm which decomposes a linear programming problem with 
flexible constraints into a finite number of linear programming problems without enlarging its dimensions. 

In [9], Perkgoz et al. focused on multiple objective integer programming problems with random variable 
coefficients in objective functions and/or constraints. In [13], Sakawa and Kato presented an interactive 
fuzzy satisfying method for nonlinear integer programming problems through a genetic algorithm. In [12] 
α-Pareto optimal solutions were determined for the multi objective integer nonlinear programming 
problems having fuzzy parameters in the constraints together with the corresponding stability set of the 
first kind. 
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Paper [8] presented a method useful in solving a special class of large-scale multi objective integer 
problems based upon a combination of the decomposition algorithm coupled with the weighting method 
together with the branch-and-bound method. 

Taking into account the multiple criteria optimization in the environment of fuzzy constraints and mixed 
variables, a solving method is developed here. 

"The best compromise" (or Pareto-optimality, efficiency, non-domination) is the central concept in 
multiple criteria optimization only because an optimal solution for one objective function is not necessary 
optimal solution for others. In the classic theory weak-efficiency, strong-efficiency, proper-efficiency are 
gradual definition for the same essence. Starting for classical definition the following concepts appear in 
the fuzzy multiple objective optimization: M-Pareto optimality (related to the membership functions of 
"equal" goals), α -Pareto optimality (related to the multiple objective programming problems associated 
to each α -level set), M-α-Pareto optimality (related to the multiple objective programming problems 
associated to each α-level set after that "fuzzy equal" goals were defined) ([1, 2]). 

In what follows a multiple objective fuzzy constraints mixed variables optimization (MOFCMVO) 
problem will also be considered. Section 2 draft presents the MOFCMVO model. An algorithm to solving 
multiple objective fuzzy constraints mixed variables optimization problem is introduced in Section 3. 
Computational results are inserted in Section 4 and short concluding remarks are made in Section 5. 

2. The MOFCMVO Model 

Multiple objective programming problems with fuzzy constraints and mixed variables   

         Xxxzxzxzxz p  |,...,,min"" 21 ,      (1) 

where 

  0,|  xbAxRZxX rk  is the feasible set of the problem, 

 A  is an nm  constraint matrix, x is an n-dimensional vector (k-integer, r-real) of decision 

variable and mRb , 

 2p , 

    pii xz ,1  are objective functions which could be linear, linear fractional or convex functions 

(in order to make the new method workable), 

 “  ” defines fuzzy constraints (in sense of having a flexible inequality right hand side (RHS) - 
left hand side (LHS) and being described by a membership function),  

defines the MOFCMV model. 

The term "min" used in Problem (1) is for finding all efficient solutions in a minimization sense in terms 
of the Pareto optimality. 

A possible way to handle constraints imprecision is to consider the following parametric problem 

           Xxxzxzxzxz p  |,...,,min"" 21 .     (2) 

where    0,'|  xbbAxRZxX rk   is the feasible set of the problem,  1,0  and b’ a 

given perturbation vector ([7]). 

The problem of multidimensional mathematical programming (1) consists in finding out a vector 

 **
2

*
1

* ,...,, nxxxx   which should be “the best” (in the sense that it realizes the best compromise) from the 

point of view of the ensemble of the objective-functions. 

Definition 2.1 It is called marginal solution of a multidimensional programming problem a vector 

 **
2

*
1

* ,...,, nxxxx   which is an optimal solution from a certain point of view (meaning a vector *x  

for which there an index ph ,1  exists such that    xzxz h
Xx

h 
 min*

.  *xzh  is called marginal 

value of function hz . 
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Definition 2.2 It is called efficient point of a multidimensional programming problem a vector 

 **
2

*
1

* ,...,, nxxxx   for which if     Xxphxzxz hh  ,,1,*
 it follows that 

*xx   (in 

other words, a vector for which there is no other vector which improves the values of all the criteria). 

Remark 2.1 For a solution of the problem to be accepted, firstly the point in which the function is 
realized has to be an efficient point (in the sense of the given definition). 

3. The Solving Method 

In [10] an algorithm to solving multiple objective linear fractional programming (MOLFP) is presented. 
We insert below a briefly description of this algorithm. 

 Step 1. Establish the problem constant and put 0i . 

 Step 2. Compute marginal values using ERA. 

 Step 3. Choose 0x  as a feasible solution of multiple objective problems (MOP). 

 Step 4. If   0 ixz  then ix  is the optimal solution. Otherwise go to Step 5. 

 Step 5. (Acceptability test) If ix  is an acceptable solution of MOP then favorable STOP. If ix  
is not an acceptable solution of MOP but a possible improving exists go to Step 6. Otherwise 
unfavorable STOP. Convenient solution does not exist for MOP. 

 Step 6. Search a direction of minimization s for as many objective functions as possible. If there 
is no such a direction s then let s be the direction of minimization for the criterion which realized 

the largest slack in Step 5. Compute max  and according with ERA go to Step 7 

with sxx ii
max

1  . 

 Step 7. If    ii xSxS 1  then go to Step 4 with 1 ii . Otherwise, compute 

sxx ii 1  for max   and return to the test of Step 7. 

where     2

,...,2,1





ph

hh xzzxS  and hz is the marginal value of  xzh  over the feasible set X. 

Under the name )(MultiObj ) the algorithm is first used to solve a fuzzy multiple objective integer 

programming problem and )(lgMultiObjA  algorithm is obtained.    

Procedure back(p,r,y) described below will be incorporated in )(lgMultiObjA  to modify non integer 

values x in integer ones [x] or [x]+1  such that the deviation of the perturbation vector to decrease. 

Procedure  yrpback ,, : 

 If p = n then if 'bbAx r  then   r
r

r xzxy ,, ; return. 

 If u[1]=0 then x[p]=[x[p]]; u[1]=1;  yrpback ,,1 ; u[1]=0. 

 If u[2]=0 then x[p]=[x[p]]+1; u[2]=1;  yrpback ,,1 ; u[2]=0.  

Wang and Horng [14] proposed an approach to perform complete parametric analysis in integer 
programming by considering all of the possible candidates of θ. They defined the principal candidates of 

θ as been that θ which makes ii bb '  an integer for mi ,1 . We also work with these θ's.  

In [15], Wang and Liao proposed a heuristic algorithm to analyze the same fuzzy problem. We will use 
their method to solving multiple objective programming with integer variables and fuzzy constraints.  

3.1. Integer Variables 

Practical problems having integer variables sometimes are studied in connection with integer coefficients. 
The case of integer coefficients and possible simplified versions of here developed algorithms is not 
under discussion in this paper. 
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Considering k = 0 and r = n in Problem (1) MOFCIVO (multiple objective, fuzzy constraints, integer 
variables optimization) model is obtained. 

)(lgMultiObjA  is inserted below. 

 Step 1. Define the thresholds 1...0 21  q  using the principal candidates of 

parameters . Put q=1. 

 Step 2. For k=q down to 1 do  

 Compute values  n
k xxxx ,...,, 21  using )( kMultiObj  . 

 If nk Zx   then favorable STOP with kx  the k fuzzy degree acceptable solution 

of the problem. 

 Otherwise call  kykback ,,1  and obtain  n
k xxxx ',...,',' 21 . Identify mink  such 

that '
min

bbAx k . Then minkx is the 
mink fuzzy degree acceptable solution of 

the problem. 

 Step 3. Describe the problem solution as   qk
ky ,1 . 

This algorithm is used to solve Problem (2) meaning the deterministic problem with the feasible set  X . To 

improve the interactivity of the method different values for θ will be considered in experiments. 

3.2. Mixed Variables 

For a fixed value θ we start defining Problem (3) as Problem (2) without the integrity restriction of 
variables. 

         0,'|,...,,min"" 21  xbbAxxzxzxzxz p      (3) 

We obtain an efficient solution for Problem (3) using )1(MultiObj . It is a solution for Problem (2) if 

and only if its components are integer numbers. In this case it is also solution for Problem (1) but with 
minimal degree in fuzzy environment. Consequently, our next goals are to transform the solution into a 
mixed (k-integer, r-real) one and also to improve its fuzzy degree.  

The solving algorithm could be described as follows. 

 Step 1. Define the thresholds  q ,...,, 21 . 

 Step 2. For j =q down to 1 do  

 Compute values  n
j xxxx ,...,, 21  using )( jMultiObj  . 

 If rkj RZx   then favorable STOP with jx  the j fuzzy degree acceptable 

solution of the problem. 

 Otherwise call  jyjback ,,1  and obtain  n
j xxxx ',...,',' 21 . Identify minj  such 

that '
min

bbAx j . Then minjx is the 
minj fuzzy degree acceptable solution of 

the problem. 

 Step 3. Describe the problem solution as     qk

jr
r

rj xzxy ,1,,   . 

One of the most important situations when mixed variables are used is the case of variables having 
quantified values in connection with regular continuous variables. Moreover, binary decision variables 
could be connected with regular variables. To transform integer variables in binary ones is matter of 
combinatorial optimization. The complexity of solving algorithms will increase respecting the number of 
type's changed variables. 
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4. Computational Results 

In order to illustrate our solving method let us consider the following deterministic linear fractional program 
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The fuzzy feasible set of Problem (4) meaning (5) is treated as a parameter feasible set (6) considering 

 1,0  and 
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Step 1 gave  1666,0.834,334,0.5,0.0,0.166,0. . The solving algorithm gave fuzzy integer 

solutions contained in Table 4.1. Consequently, a solution of Problem (4) is 

          3.0,26.0,834.0,4,4,366.0,21.0,0,3,3 21  yyY  

k θ 
1x  2x   1xf   2xf  Zx '1  Zx '2  

1 0 3 3 -0.121 0.366 3 3 
2 0.166 3.249 3.249 -0.155 0.35 3 3 
3 0.334 3.501 3.501 -0.19 0.33 3 3 
4 0.5 3.75 3.75 -0.225 0.316 3 3 
5 0.666 3.9 3.9 -0.24 0.3 3 3 
6 0.834 4.251 4.251 -0.3 0.28 4 4 
7 1 4.5 4.5 -0.34 0.26 4 4 

Table 4.1 

To deal with linear fractional optimization we used classic solving methods which are described in detail 
in [14]. Also, to make basic optimization calculus we used classic tools. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

In this paper we have proposed a method of solving fuzzy (constraints) multiple objective integer 
(decision variables) optimization problems. We worked with the concept of principal candidates for the 
fuzzy environment parameters (and to improve the interactivity of the method different values for 
parameters θ were considered) and obtained a fuzzy solution meaning possible solution values versus 
fuzzy degree of this.  

We have applied an algorithm which solves deterministic classic problems and then we transformed the 
solution into an integer one (developing procedure back(p,r,y)) also improving its fuzzy degree. 
Computational results inserted in Section 5 highlighted the aim of the proposed solving method. To 
perform global computational analyze we implemented our algorithms (ERA [10], MultiObj(θ), 
back(p,r,y)). 

Considering that mixed variables are used in the case of variables having quantified values in connection 
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with regular continuous variables or when binary decision variables are connected with regular variables, 
further work could deal with transforming integer variables in binary ones and modify here developed 
algorithms in order to keep complexity under control. Current method doesn't take into consideration 
optimization algorithm's complexity. Only the part of transforming non integer variables to integer ones 
deals with such aspects.  
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